Matilda's Blanket Aftercare Guide for the Home
Owner/Tenant

Accidental Damage Repair
How to repair accidental damage to the face of your Matilda’s Blanket Internal Insulated Walling System.

It is recommended to use Bartoline ready mixed light weight filler to repair any light damage or screw
holds etc to the face for your Matilde's Blanket, it is also recommended not to hit large nails into the face
of your wall as this can cause cracking of the joints. If fixture or fittings are required to be fitted to your
wall, please refer to our Fixture and Fittings Guide.

Decoration
After you’ve repaired your Matilda's Blanket Internal Insulated Walling System, it is recommended to use
Zinsser Primer to seal the area before finishing with two coats of high-quality trade emulsion.

Recommended Fixture and Fittings Guide
In this guide we list the recommended fixture and fittings for hanging pictures, fitting shelves, fitting wall mounted
Tv’s etc for the use on your newly installed Matilda's Blanket internal insulated walling system.
Attaching loads
Flat loads
Lightweight flat objects, e.g. pictures and mirrors can be simply hung with picture hooks or wood screws fixed
directly into the face of Your Matilda's Blanket, without the need for support noggins (see main table below for
loadbearing capacity). When fixing flat loads, any two points of attachment must have a minimum distance of
150mm from each other. Failure to do so will result in the halving of the weight of the load able to be supported.
Cantilever loads
Shelves and hanging cupboards can be attached with suitable cavity fixings. The choice of attachment method is
dependent upon the weight, distance of the weight from the fixing, and dimensions of the object. When fixing
cantilever loads, any two points of attachment must have a minimum distance of 150mm from each other. Failure to
do so will result in the halving of the weight of the load able to be supported. Contact the fixing manufacturer for
guidance when calculating cantilever loads.
Heavy loads
Heavy loads, e.g. wash basins, sanitary units and radiators, should be fixed to your Matilda's Blanket via steel cavity
fixings. Examples of the pull-out capacity of various fixings on your Matilda's Blanket are given in the table below:

The safe workloads per fixing listed above have been calculated using a safe factor of x4 metal fixings and x7 for
plastic fixings as per the Construction Fixings Association Guidance. Please refer to the fixings manufacturers
recommendations when mounting and fixing.

